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I. Torah is __________________ by walking in the Spirit, and we
____________________ the abundance of __________.
A. Mind on flesh = ____________; mind on Spirit = _________:
1. As you ___________, you will soon ______________.
a. Remember - your mind __________ your __________.
B. _______________ in the Spirit begins with your
_________________.
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II. How can ________ walk ________________ as ________.
A. This is the _______________ of trying to walk in the
Spirit.
B. Do you want to keep the ____________.
C. Walking in the ____________ will keep you from
____________________ the kingdom of God.
D. Walking in the Spirit ________________ the _____
fruits of the Spirit.
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III. Faith _______________ the ___________ is dead.

III. Faith _______________ the ___________ is dead.
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I. fulfilled; experience; life
A. death; life
1. think; become
a. maps; walk
B. Walking; mindset
II. two; together; one
A. tension
B. Torah
C. flesh; inheriting
D. produces; 9
III. without; walk

